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SUMMARY.

To date, over 400 peer-reviewed scholarly studies have researched various aspects of Wikipedia. These studies contribute valuable knowledge in understanding the inner workings of Wikipedia and can serve to continuously improve it. In this presentation, we offer a coherent synthesis of the scholarly research that has been conducted on Wikipedia, highlighting the main research trends, summarizing the key findings, and identifying the gaps and unanswered questions. Based on these findings, we apply the research conclusions to the practical functioning of Wikipedia and highlight implications for policy and administration for Wikipedia contributors, administrators, and the Wikimedia Foundation.
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1. From the Academy to the Wiki

Wikipedia’s phenomenal success has attracted the interest of scholars who desire to understand the inner workings of this exemplary open content application. The goals of their studies have varied widely, ranging from attempting to understand open content creation mechanisms, to investigating Wikipedia itself as a web-based encyclopedia, to using Wikipedia’s abundant data as a source for various kinds of research. Much of this research can prove valuable in guiding Wikipedia contributors and administrators, on developing policies and best practices to improve the quality, performance, and overall value of Wikipedia.

Employing rigorous and replicable academic standards, this proposed presentation will offer a comprehensive review and analysis of the abundant body of scholarly work on Wikipedia to date, offering the layman a clear and easy overview of the scholarly research.
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Although the Wikimedia Foundation website informally catalogues a large number of scholarly publications, these lists currently include a mere fraction of existing studies; furthermore, there is no attempt at thorough classification and analysis. Only three brief literature reviews have thus far attempted to sum up the body of academic inquiry (Ayers 2006; Miller 2007; Okoli 2009); however, none of these has offered an in-depth critical analysis of the entire field.

In response to this shortage, this proposed presentation will analyze particular trends in research and offer the basic groundwork for practitioners to leverage the research findings to build a better Wikipedia. While there has been very valuable research and publications carried out by non-academics, this presentation will focus only on peer-reviewed scholarly work, that is, research that has been vetted by fellow academics as being of high quality and of valuable contribution.

This review of studies is being executed with the highest standards of academic rigour, to ensure that no relevant study is missed, and that meaningful and useful analyses and conclusions are drawn. We began our exhaustive review of research on Wikipedia by searching over 480 article databases, each comprising hundreds of scholarly journals and conference proceedings (though with many overlaps across databases). The databases we searched covered business, fine arts, humanities, science and engineering, and social sciences. This search resulted in approximately 400 peer-reviewed studies. While we have hundreds of articles in our review, here we highlight only a few samples in some major categories to illustrate the nature of our presentation.

A large body of research investigates various aspects of how Wikipedia works. Schroer and Hertel (2009), Wagner (2006), and Nov (2007) unearthed various motivations for participating in Wikipedia such as perceived task characteristics like autonomy, skill variety, and self-reported engagement; however, they found that ideological and altruistic motives were the most relevant. Such findings are important in attracting and retaining contributors. Research on the psychology and sociology of Wikipedia has studied occurrences of team work (Salz 2007; Winder 2005), volunteer motivation (Allen 2005; Amichai-Hamburger et al. 2008; Nov 2007), vandalism (Potthast et al. 2008; Riedl 2008), authoritarian tendencies in an egalitarian structure (Reagle 2007) and the social networking of niche groups such as sports fans (Ferriter 2009). Such studies are valuable in learning how to build the camaraderie among Wikipedia contributors, and developing a sense of community among them. On the technological side, Wikipedia research includes analysis of basic statistics and of semantic structure (Holloway et al. 2007), coding (Ponzetto and Strube 2007), content tagging (Yang et al. 2009) and topic mapping (Junghoon et al. 2007). Such studies are invaluable for charting and developing the technological infrastructure of Wikipedia.

Probably the earliest and most contentious research stream on Wikipedia has been the debate on its reliability and quality. The literature ranges from the initial debate between famous critics (“Why you can’t cite Wikipedia in my classroom”, (Waters 2007) and steadfast proponents (Croitz and Smoot 2009; Murley 2008). Specific areas of focus include attempts to empirically compare Wikipedia to other reference works (Chesney 2006; Greenstein 2007; Rosenzweig 2006); propose methods to improve trust (Kittur and Kraut 2008; Wilkinson and Huberman 2007); or study the effect of Wikipedia trust in particular populations, such as teenagers (Luyt et al. 2008). Since scholars are some of the most important producers and consumers of reference materials, and since they have a tremendous influence on their students, it is imperative to understand their concern and valuations of reliability and quality, in order to know how best to steer Wikipedia’s improvement efforts in their direction.
Various research has studied real-world applications of Wikipedia. In education, Goodman (2008) and Pollard (2008) described biology and history courses that require contribution to Wikipedia, Hoorne and van Hoorne (2008) showed how the collaborative nature of Wikipedia is exploited in legal education in the Netherlands, and Achterman (2005) explored the survival chance of high school library media programs in the face of Web 2.0. In medicine, Muelhauser and Oser (2008) examined patients and consumers who increasingly use Wikipedia as a research tool, while Mercer (2007) described the use of Wikipedia by mental health patients. Other practical applications of Wikipedia include its use by journalists (Shaw 2008), banks (Sausner 2007) and genetics research (Hoehndorf et al. 2006). These articles critically study models of applications and extensions of Wikipedia, helping practitioners understand how best to use Wikipedia in practice and how to model it for similar applications.

Our presentation at Wikimania would have two main focuses. We will first present a coherent synthesis of the scholarly research that has been conducted on Wikipedia, highlighting the main research trends, summarizing the key findings, and identifying the gaps and unanswered questions. Then, based on these findings, we will apply the research conclusions to the practical functioning of Wikipedia and highlight implications for policy and administration for Wikipedia contributors, administrators, and the Wikimedia Foundation.

We believe that scholarly research is a critical contributor to thoroughly understanding the workings of Wikipedia, and an invaluable tool for improving this resource to eventually becoming indisputably the best encyclopedia in the world. We believe our presentation would help bring this understanding to the people who actively construct Wikipedia, enabling them to leverage this valuable knowledge base.
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